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I have a friend working at a city that has stormwater infrastructure that is underbuilt for the 
rainfall intensity expected from climate change. The city has already experienced multiple 
unprecedented rainfall events that overwhelmed their systems.  It took a lot of work, but my friend 
was able to get the stormwater team to develop and adopt downscaled global climate models to 
apply when estimating the capacity required for new stormwater infrastructure.   

On hearing this my reaction was that this was good but that the city would continue to be 
vulnerable because the downscaled models are at best just scenarios that may or may not reflect 
the intensity of future climate events. These models have deep uncertainty in them that limits their 
applicability particularly for design. 

My friend knows that the uncertainty is from the fact that greenhouse gasses are at levels in the 
atmosphere that have not been experienced in over 800,000 years.  That’s a long time.  That is 
longer than the human species has been a species.  That is longer than salmon have been a species.  
The additional thermal energy and the additional water vapor caused by these greenhouse gasses 
will drive climate in ways unknowable. Chris Milly and his co-authors put it this way in a 2015 
article On Critiques of ‘Stationarity is Dead: Whither Water Management?’ “In view of the wide 
disagreement among climate models, their collective bias, their imperfect parametrizations of 
unresolved processes, and their chaotic sensitivity to initial conditions, we understand physical 
climate-model projects to be samples of a possible future, subject to errors, and conditioned on 
assumed trajectories of atmospheric composition.”   

At least at the global scale the climate models have a mostly closed (earth) system to work with.  
But when downscaling, how any particular location will fare in the future is much more uncertain 
as the assumptions of initial conditions, non-local changes, and persistence of regionally important 
climate-affecting systems (such as ocean currents and jet streams) further reduce their predictive 
ability – especially when designing infrastructure with a 20-50-100 year presumed life.  

Of course, any city or utility can build their infrastructure to any size that they choose.  However 
Milly’s death of stationarity means that cities can no longer predict how reliable their infrastructure 
will be, how often it will fail, or how long it will be sufficient for their future needs.  This lack of 
information should be troubling to the budget office and decision-makers who determine the 
expected life of infrastructure as an input into their cost effectiveness models.  How cost effective is 
an improvement if we cannot calculate how long this improvement will meet our needs?  Perhaps it 
will last a perfect 30-50 years without failing more than expected.  Or perhaps it will only last 10 
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years before failing repeatedly or catastrophically.  Or perhaps it will never fail again as regional 
climate shifts make the new capacity unneeded. 

This is only confounding if we presume that “engineered resilience” is our only and best solution 
(See Holling, 1996i).  Engineered resilience is a model that presumes that a system can be built to 
withstand an impact of a predictable magnitude from which it can bounce back. And most decision-
makers (and regulators) select a magnitude that is deemed sufficiently rare that the system will 
perform the vast majority of the time without failing.  If we are wrong in predicting the frequency of 
failure, then the reliability of the system will not meet regulations, performance and cost-
effectiveness expectations.    

This engineered resilience approach worked well when the climate was stable and when we could 
with some certainty predict the frequency of failure.  But when the climate is not stable then an 
engineered approach is brittle.  Infrastructure is designed to resist events until the event exceeds 
the design threshold.  As long as our approach to engineered resilience does not include 
consideration of recovery time after failure, then we will be saddling ourselves with infrastructure 
that may increase our vulnerability as it promises reliability it cannot deliver and exposes us to 
failure modes unanticipated during the design. 

Fortunately we can acknowledge this limitation and augment our approach to resilience by 
applying the principles of socio-ecological resilience that emphasizes persistence, change, and 
unpredictability with the goal of fostering adaptive capabilities.2   

When we apply socio-ecological resilience to infrastructure design it is no longer simply the 
likelihood that infrastructure is going to fail that drives the design.  With the flexible and adaptable 
approach recommended by socio-ecological resilience the charge to designers shifts.  With this new 
model, city leaders direct their team with these instructions, “Plan for and design the most cost 
effective infrastructure that meets our everyday needs and that can be repaired in a time 
frame and at a cost that is acceptable to us.” 

This approach should be applied to all planning and capital spending for infrastructure at every 
level of government.  That avoids the problem of designing infrastructure solely based on some 
projected future event.  Because climate change tells us that we don’t know how to project those 
future events with any reliability.   

In January of this year I heard Johan Rockstrom at the Stockholm Resilience Center ask a question 
of a speaker that he prefaced with something that I can paraphrase like this: “systems first resist 
change, then adapt to it, and if necessary are then transformed by it.”  That formulation jumped out 
to me as an important way to organize our thinking in a time of climate change.  First we resist.  If 
we can’t resist, then we adapt.  If we can’t adapt, they we transform (See Table 1 below).  Of course, 
in reality we may do all of these things at the same time depending on the situation or the resources 
at hand. 

For example, in a wetland, when a high water event flows in, the system can initially resist it.  Once 
the extra water recedes the wetland is virtually unchanged.  If, however, the high waters recur 
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before the wetland species have recovered from the last event, then the system starts to adapt 
where some species that tolerate higher waters start to out-compete other species that cannot.  But 
if the high water comes in and never leaves then it is no longer a wetland, it has become a lake.  So 
the wetland has been transformed. 

That is actually what happens to cities, too.  We resist, adapt, and transform when we must.   

Cities are habitat that humans make.  Cities outlive the nations that claim them because they are our 
habitat. I worked on a Cities of the Future project with the International Water Association with 
three cities in Turkey.  Each of them was over 5,000 years old. They had survived wars, regime 
change, name changes, pandemics, and earthquakes. Cities survive because they resist change, they 
adapt to change, and they are transformed by change all while keeping their identity as a city. 

So this is who we humans are: we resist change, we adapt when we have to; and we transform 
when that’s the only option. And understanding this can give us some clues about adapting to 
climate change and rapid technological change, too. 

Way back in 2007 Snowden and Boone wrote a great article called a Leaders Framework for 
Decision Makingii where they highlight the distinction between complicated, complex, and chaos as 
contexts for decision-making (See Table 1 below).  A leader in a time of change needs to understand 
the context they are in.  If the leader misunderstands the context then they will make decisions that 
are not appropriate. They risk mis-leading.   

Snowden and Boone said that complicated decisions are like taking a Ferrari apart and spreading 
the parts all over the floor.  Because it is complicated, we bring in an expert Ferrari mechanic. The 
Ferrari mechanic puts all the parts together and we’ve got a fully functional Ferrari.  Lucky us!  
However, if we were to assign this complicated job to a non-expert, say someone like me who is not 
a Ferrari mechanic, at the end of the day I would have some pieces of the Ferrari put together and 
boxes and boxes of leftover parts.  The problem is I’m not an expert.  So when a leader finds herself 
in a complicated situation – she brings in the experts! 

Table 1. Resist, Adapt, and Transform 
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On the other hand, complexity is like a Brazilian rainforest.  If we take all the parts of a rainforest 
apart and put them on the floor – good luck putting those parts back together and getting a 
rainforest.  That’s not how rainforests work.  They are not a bunch of inanimate parts.  Rainforests 
are self-organizing and emergent.  Leaders can recognize that we are in times of complexity 
because there are lots of right and wrong answers and no way to tell one from the other. 
Uncertainty is high.   Multiple outcomes are possible.  What is ultimately going to happen will only 
emerge over time.  When we are leaders in a time of complexity, we don’t necessarily bring in 
experts to give us an expert solution because the experts may think the situation is to do more of 
the complicated stuff experts do so well.  Instead, when a leader finds herself in a time of 
complexity she needs to encourage integrated thinking, multiple experiments, diverse processes, 
and new patterns.  In times of complexity she expects surprise and possible structural change.  She 
takes many small steps and learns from them.  She lets her experiments mature over time to reveal 
a path forward. She knows that as complex change progresses the most appropriate experiments, 
processes, patterns and solutions will emerge.  In a time of complexity leaders will do experiments, 
test, and let things unfold over time. 

Chaos, according to Snowden and Boone, is best described by using the example of Mayor Rudy 
Giuliani in New York City on September 11, 2001.  The Mayor came out after the towers collapsed 
and barked out orders. He created a structure out of chaos. Snowden and Boone say that the actual 
structure doesn’t matter as much as that there IS a structure.  People are grateful because the 
structure gives them some way to make sense of very chaotic times.  This worked well at first for 
the Mayor but after the chaos was over the Mayor continued to bark out orders.  And that didn’t go 
over well.  The city was not in chaos anymore.  It was back in a time of complexity.  He was wrong to 
think that the leader’s job is to bark out orders in all situations.  The recommended strategy during 
a time of chaos is to create a framework that helps stabilize the response and then work to shift the 
situation back towards complexity.  

Before stationarity was dead, most of our infrastructure was designed as if it was complicated (See 
Table 1 below).  We designed it to resist change up to a certain level where 99 percent of the time 
(99 out of 100 years) the infrastructure wouldn’t break. We could say that based on the weather 
record there is only a 1 percent chance that this bridge or road will be flooded, or the levees will be 
overtopped, or that a drought will cause water shortages.  

Yet when stationarity was pronounced dead it meant that we can no longer rely on the weather 
record to size water resources projects or infrastructure impacted by water.  This is unprecedented. 
At no time in Homo sapiens sapiens history have we encountered an atmosphere like this. In the 
millions of years before humans and before salmon, only our predecessor species have been on this 
planet when this much carbon was in the earth’s atmosphere.   

Trying to predict what the climate is going to be in the future is now very uncertain.  And while 
downscaling can create scenarios that inform our design, those scenarios are not sufficient to 
predict reliability or probability of failure of these systems. 

Stationarity is dead yet we still go on as if it were alive. The world has changed but we haven’t kept 
up.  We are still using engineered resilience to design our roads and bridges, our levees, and dams 
and wastewater and water supply systems.  They are all still designed and maintained by experts 
based on the probability of failure.  That is how we still size our systems. Yet with climate change 
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we will get more and more natural hazards that will overwhelm our systems because those systems 
were designed for how the weather used to be instead of how it is going to be.   

We are now in a time of complexity.  What the climate is going to be will emerge over time.  For 
leaders in a time of complexity we need to ask ourselves: what are our adaptation strategies?  What 
are the flexible and adaptable projects that we should put in place that will inform us and will help 
us as the future climate emerges over time?  What can we learn from the science of socio-ecological 
systems about how some species and ecosystems can endure or even thrive with change?  

The science of socio-ecological resilience is based on how social and ecological systems persist 
despite change.  For example, salmon do not project the future climate.  Yet their diverse lifecycle 
strategies give them tremendous adaptive capacity to unexpected disturbances and surprises.  They 
can be flexible and adaptable to change of all kinds. 

The adaptive cycle diagram created by Fritz Holling in 1986 was Western science’s first 
understanding of socio-ecological resilience (See Figure 1)(Holling, 1986iii).  Holling showed that 
species that survive over time go through four predictable phases.  First, an exploitation phase 
where they find their niche and grow and mature and then the conservation phase where they are 
stable and able to resist change.  Then something always happens and impacts them – whether a 
fire or a drought or a bulldozer or a war.  The impact launches the release phase where individuals 
may die, resources get released.  And if the species are resilient, then they will reorganize and 
restart this adaptive cycle again.  And they will go through this cycle again and again all the while 
maintaining their identity. This adaptive cycle underpins socio-ecological resilience. 
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Figure 1. Holling’s Adaptive Cycle 

With this model the measure of socio-ecological resilience is how quickly we recover after the 
impact. In this diagram it’s often called the “back loop”.  If we are a city that loses its manufacturing 
base and it takes 50 years to recover, then we’re not very resilient.  If we can recover in a year or a 
month then maybe we are very resilient.  If we are farmers and we get flooded out once and we 
recover quickly, then we’re pretty resilient.  Sure we suffer a setback, but it’s not the end of the 
world to the farmer who recovers quickly. But if the farmer gets hit again before she’s fully 
recovered from the last event, then she will have more trouble recovering.  And if she’s still reeling 
from the first event and the second event and she then gets hit again, she starts looking for ways to 
adapt or transform. 

The lesson is this: the quicker we can recover the more resilient we are.  Yet we don’t design our 
infrastructure that way.  We often ignore or pay short shrift to how quickly it will recover. When an 
event exceeds the design and something breaks, then we just hire the same companies to rebuild it 
again…. and again. (That’s resilience from the company’s bottom line point of view, I suppose.) 

That’s the problem and the beginning of a solution.  Instead of directing our design teams to design 
the infrastructure to the likelihood of the next extreme event what we ought to be asking them is to 
design a system that meets our needs AND that recovers quickly – both, not one or the other. We 
need to ask our teams to design a water system or bridge or levee system that meets daily needs 
and recovers most quickly.  When we assign this challenge as standard practice to our design teams 
for all of our infrastructure spending then some significant portion of the time (10%-20%?) they 
will give us different designs that will increase our overall resilience with no new money.  If we 
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include recovery time as a criterion for every dollar of infrastructure planning and spending then 
we will be increasing our community's resilience.   

That's not just a theory. 

We did it in Boulder County where the county and cities are tucked up against the Rocky Mountains 
that rise from the Great Plains of America.  We collaborated with the National Institute for 
Standards and Technologies (NIST) and applied the NIST Community Resilience Guide Bookiv.  We 
selected the NIST approach because it is based on recovery time.  The community identified how 
quickly they wanted different parts of the community to recover and then we created the Resilient 
Design Performance Standardv that showed infrastructure teams how to apply socio-ecological 
resilience thinking to achieve the recovery times the community had set.  The City of Longmont is 
applying these criteria to every infrastructure project to incrementally move Boulder County to a 
more resilient and sustainable future.   

An implementation challenge is that most infrastructure 
design teams have never been asked to design for 
recovery.  So we developed a checklist and a training 
session to guide their process.  The checklist has 23 
questions for the teams.  Use of the checklist is required 
for any project over $250,000.  Teams must answer 
“yes” to 80 percent of the questions that are asked in the 
guideline.  These questions do not require the teams to 
do something silly.  Rather it asks the teams if they have 
considered this or considered that to broaden their 
thinking about an integrated approach to socio-
ecological resilience.  And if they did consider one of 
those questions, then the Performance Standard asks 
them to document their work in a business case. 

The 23 questions are based on applying the eight 
attributes of socio-ecological resilience.  These 
attributes are drawn from the peer-reviewed and 
published science.  The questions help the teams to 
make the project to be more diverse, to include storage 
at various scales, to tell the story of the place to make the community more resilient, to connect the 
community and empower them to be more self-organized as they spend their capital dollars. 

This approach is underway in Colorado. The Puget Sound Regional Council, Snohomish County, the 
town of La Conner are all looking at how they can incorporate this kind of thinking into their 
everyday capital spending and long range planning so that they include resilience thinking in every 
project in every year. 

We can do this.  It requires a shift in our thinking that can create great value for our communities 
without any new spending.  Rather it affects the flow of existing capital dollars and planning dollars 
by adapting the criteria used to design and fund projects.  Teams that take this approach will design 
better projects that will help the whole community to be more resilient with every capital dollar 
spent.  

The Eight Attributes of           

Socio-Ecological Resilience 

Diversity 

Connectivity 

Modularity 

Storage 

Feedback 

Trust 

Self-Organizing 

Story 

 

Moddemeyer and Jones, 2017 
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Resilience is no longer something special that only disaster professionals do.  It is now the 
underlying substance of everything that governments do when they plan for, design, and maintain 
infrastructure and dependent facilities for every neighborhood, city, county, watershed, state, and 
nation. 

 

For additional information, questions, or comments please contact Steve Moddemeyer, Principal, 
CollinsWoerman, Seattle, WA USA +1.206.605.2559 smoddemeyer@collinswoerman.com 
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